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10 St Mary's Hill and 9 St Mary's Street suggest that these two houses may have consisted
of two parallel ranges with their gables facing the street.

The social standing of 14 St Paul's Street is indicated by the size of the hall, which is
amongst the largest in Stamford, and by the high standard ofarchitectural ornamentation
in both the early and late 13th-century phases. This compares favourably with con
temporary work in churches in the area, and the same judgement applies to 17 St
George's Square. That the house probably had few rooms accords with other evidence
for 13th-century urban houses. Size rather than number of compartments was the main
criterion of social standing, together with elaboration of ornament. Contemporary
descriptions of houses before the mid-r q.th century rarely mention more than a hall, a
chamber, a kitchen and service rooms. The multiplication of rooms, especially of
chambers, seems to have been a later phenomenon.

Aisled halls do not appear to have been very common in towns, where space was
often at a premium. Several examples are known, some with only one aisle at the back,
as at 3~4 West Street, New Romney r'" the increasing evidence for aisled halls suggests
that they may have been less uncommon than has hitherto been supposed. The roof of
14 St Paul's Street is of high quality, neatly made with well-squared straight timbers,
unlike the rough carpentry of the roof above the hall of 12 St Paul's Street. In design it
compares with other contemporary roofs with open notched lap joints and straight
braces; the struts above the collars are a less common feature.
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MEDIEVAL LOGBOATS
It has been assumed in the past - and possibly still is assumed - that the many

logboats (dugout canoes) found in Britain are prehistoric. Phillips, for example, claimed
that the extreme simplicity of the North Stoke logboat indicated that it was produced by
an 'early or rude condition of man', that is, by 'Ancient Britons'. 48 Phillips also believed
that 'it was adverse to reason' to suppose that logboats were built after the introduction
of iron tools which could be used to fashion planks. Even as recently as the 1950s,
Holmes and Hayward-? argued that a Saxon scramasax found in the same gravel pit as
the Waltham Cross logboat, 'was clearly oflater date' than the boat. This attitude may
be contrasted with Wilson's conclusion'" that many logboats must be of post-Roman
date.

There is much documentary evidence for the use of logboats in continental Europe
until this century. 51 Lucas'f has summarized the literary evidence for their use in Ireland
until the late 17th century, and he believes it probable that they were used well into the
r Sth century. ]oass,53 quoting a letter dated 22 May 1798, has argued that logboats
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(ammir) were in use in about 1760 in Ross-shire, Scotland. In England and Wales the
latest unambiguous reference appears to be by John Leland-? who noted logboats in use
on Llyn Llangorse (formerly Llyn Savallan), Breconshire, in the early r Sth century. It is
true that Cowper quoted a remark by a local resident that the logboat found at Whin
fell Tarn, Westmorland, had been in use 40 or 50 years previously.P but this un
substantiated report may not be entirely trustworthy. Cowper's other argument for late
use, based on an early rSth-ccntury manuscript, was rightly criticized by Fox. 56

Logboats in Britain have been dated by radiocarbon assay since about 1960, and of
the twelve dates available by 1974, four were of the 3rd to the r r th centuries A.D. (see
Hardham 2, Amberley 3, Llyn Llangorse, and Warrington 11 in the Appendix). In
addition, the Kentmere boat, 57 an extended logboat, had been dated to the mid- 14th
century.

During a survey of the logboats of England and Wales by McGrail in 1972-75,58
samples of timber were taken from 40 boats which satisfied the following criteria:

(i) any conservation treatment must be known, and the method of removal must be
feasible

(ii) timber from the outer growth rings of the parent log must have survived, so that
samples could be taken from there

(iii) the boat must be sufficiently well documented to make its dating significant in
further studies.

In a few cases conservation had been recorded in the published report, but generally
tracing the conservation treatment was difficult, as museum records proved to be far
from comprehensive. Some useful information survived in Birmingham Museum,
however, and details of Cyril Fox's recommended conservation treatment were traced.
The chemicals ineluded raw linseed oil, paraffin wax, Berlin or Brunswick Black, and
powdered resin. The linseed oil was to be allowed to penetrate the timber in so far as it
could; the other three substances were to be used for cosmetic treatment. Fox's influence
was traced to several museums holding logboats in the 1920S and 1930s.

Samples taken from these logboats were examined for contaminants by R. Switsur
in Cambridge. Technical details will be published elsewhere; it is sufficient here to say
that it proved possible with much effort using both physical and chemical methods to
remove, eliminate or reduce to insignificant proportions the various substances that
were contaminating the timber, and which, had they not have been so removed, would
have led to falsification of the radiocarbon dates. Any contamination by relatively
younger contaminants would have had a disproportionate effect on the measurements.

Once the wood had been purified, the pure cellulose fraction was extracted from it
and used to prepare a pure sample of carbon dioxide containing all the radiocarbon
from the logboat sample. The radioactivity from this was measured by the precise
technique of gas proportional counting and, by comparison with measurements of
international standards, was expressed as a conventional radiocarbon date, based on the
Libby half-life for radiocarbon. The rather small uncertainties in the counting statistics
of the radioactivity yielded the uncertainties in the stated date.

Nine dates are now available from the work being undertaken in Cambridge, and all
have proved to be medieval. These are tabulated in the Appendix, together with the
medievallogboat dates available before the present survey began. They are all expressed
as conventional radiocarbon dates and have not been calibrated. The various dendro
chronological calibration curves indicate that the dates are probably not removed from
historical dates by more than half a century. The dates range from the yd century to the
14th, which is directly comparable with recent radiocarbon dates from logboats in
Continental Europe, where several finds have been dated from the znd century to the
14th.59 An analysis of the dates of the Continentallogboats so far available shows that
16 out of28 are later than the r st century A.D. In Britain this proportion is 14 out of' as.
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RADIOCARBON DATES LATER THAN r st CENTURY A.D. FOR LOGBOATS FROM
E~GLANDAND WALES

Laboratory Logboat, and material
Reference No, Reference used for dating bp ad ±

Q-827 McGrail and Switsur"? Hardham 2. 1655 295 50
Q-828 McGrail and Switsur Amberley 3. 1310 640 70
Q-857 McGrail and Switsur Llyn Llangorse. 1136 814 60
Q-1392 presen t note Howley (Warrington 3), outer section 1075 875 60

of parent log (Quercus sp).
Q-1394 pres en t note Arpley (Warrington 5), outer section 992 958 65

of parent log (Quercus sp),
Birm-269 Radiocarbon, 15 (1973), Gate Warth (Warrington II). 950 1000 90

9 (Ulmus sp).
Q-139 1 present note Walton Lock (Warrington 2), outer 930 1020 50

section of parent log (Quercus sp).
Q-1396 present note Barton, outer section of parent log 920 1030 65

(Quercus sp).
Q-1393 present note Fairclough (Warrington 4), outer 878 1072 60

section of parent log (Quercus sp).
Q-1456 present note Irlam, outer section of parent log 865 1085 40

(Quercus sp).
Q-1395 present note Walton Arches (Warrington 7), outer 860 1090 60

section of parent log (Quercus sp).
Q-1390 present note Arpley Meadow (Warrington I), outer 760 1190 60

section of parent log (Quercus sp).
D-7 1 Radiocarbon, 3 (1961), Kentmere (Quercus sp). This is an 650 1300 120

37 extended logboat.
Q-1245 present note Giggleswick Tarn, outer section of 615 1335 40

parent log (Fraxinus sp).

NOTES TO THE ApPENDIX: I. Convention used: bp before present (A.D. 1950)
ad date in radiocarbon years

2. The dates arc not calibrated
3. McGrail and Switsur"? have listed prehistoric dates for English and

Welsh logboats, and discussed the problems in interpreting published
radiocarbon dates.
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